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Amassive thank you to everyonewho supplied articles and pictures for this edition, and rememberwe
always want more. Keep it coming!

Please submit all items for publication in this newsletter to cssmattv@gmail.com
Remember that as well as trip reports wewelcome items of news or general interest, gear and literature reviews, technical/
scientific articles, historical accounts and reminiscences, fun stuff, entertaining stories, and anything else you can come up
with. Send high resolution photos in JPG or TIF format. For very large files or collections of items upload them to Dropbox
or Google Drive and send a public shared link to the folder, or ZIP them up and send via MailBigFile.
An electronic version of this newsletter is available to download from the members area of the club website, the Facebook
group and the club forum. Also, if you would prefer to go paperless and receive electronic copies of the newsletter by email
in future then let us know. Editors: Matt and Mandy Voysey

Editorial

by Paul Hartwright
A few years ago, Nick Negus, Phil Checketts and myself spent several digging days probing Ffynnon

Shon Sheffrey. We gave up when it became clear to us that the water comes up from below rather than out
of the bank. The water coming from the Ap Robert direction must flow under the Afon Sirhywi so that the
passage would be full of water. At the rising, where we were digging, the narrow cracks would similarly
be full of water.
On 29th July 2022, after reading Mandy’s ‘Digging potential in the environs of Trefil’ I decided to renew

my acquaintance with the eastern catchment area. Jo and I took our AWD Kuga above the village of Trefil
and parked high up on the mountain. We walked to the cairn which is only about 50 metres from the top
sink that is known to flow to Shon Sheffrey. Today it was dry. It would be more difficult in wet weather.
Here we could see where in normal wet weather conditions water flows
over the peat and sinks into a hole between rocks. The whole area is dotted
with shake holes showing that there is considerable cave development
underneath. The surrounding rocks appear to be limestone and the area
reminds me of Pwll Byfre where the top sink for OFD disappears. It could
be worth a dig here. Because of the distance from the nearest road it may
be best to assemble a large group of tools and diggers and perhaps even
consider camping overnight.

An alternative way into the master system!

If we draw a line from the top sink to Shon Sheffrey it passes close to the active quarry fence which has
recently been reinforced with a second fence. There is at least one cave that has been exposed by quarrying
at the base of the cliff inside this fence. This cave could continue into the presumed stream passage. In the
past it has not been possible to get permission from the quarry owners to explore this cave.
Is it worth another try? Is a bat survey needed?

Could we put Trefil on the map?

New Cottage Windows
Whitewalls now has new double glazed windows throughout. This

not only looks smarter than the old metal window frames, but will help
keep the cottage warmer and less draughty – a definite bonus for
anyone staying there during the winter months!
The two upstairs windows were fitted during the Jubilee Bank

Holiday weekend in June, and the remaining windows in the common
room, kitchen and stairwell were fitted early August. Many thanks to
Mike Read and the working team for their time and effort, and for
doing such a good job.

Save Water at Whitewalls
Due to recent fluctuations inwater pressure atWhitewalls, taps and showers thatwere
presumably turned off on leaving have been found running again later. This wastes
water (and gas if it’s the hot tap).Therefore please ensure that you always turn off the
mains water at the stop tap under the kitchen sink at the end of your stay.
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Back before the pandemic Tom Foord and myself cycled
from his house in Cardiff to mine in Waterhay (a hamlet
near Cricklade) North Wiltshire. This was a great day ride
crossing the Severn by the ‘old’ bridge. However looking at
the map, the alternative route via Gloucester and
overnighting at Whitewalls, then on to Cardiff looked
brilliant and needed to be completed.
Over the weekend of the 21st - 22nd of May this year we

finally did it. The plan was for Tom to train it from Cardiff
to Swindon on the Friday and then head off on the
Saturday morning. My brother Chris (yet to join the CSS)
also accompanied us. Chris wouldn’t describe himself as a
regular cyclist, however is always up for a bike adventure
and has latent fitness from working on the farm. He was
convinced he would be able to tackle the trip on his ancient
mountain bike with slick tyres, but I knew this would make
the trip painful for us all, so I managed to buy him a nice
little-used road bike (from a MAMIL*) from our village
noticeboard for an amazing 85 quid.
So after a large amount of faffing on the Saturday

morning we eventually rolled out of my place at 8.45am.
The weather was perfect, a light breeze, overcast with sunny
spells and warm, not hot or cold. The Lidl pannier with
sleeping bags and minimal kit was firmly attached. I had 20
homemade powerballs (see recipe) for us to consume, the
stage was set! We crossed the Thames next to my place (at
an altitude of 85m) then headed gradually up onto the
Cotswolds with our high point at Cranham (277m). We
then had a highspeed descent into Gloucester when we
stopped off at my brother’s friend for water and biscuits. A
nadgery bit through a busy Gloucester led us to the ship
canal and the cycle path across the old bridge over the
Severn, and then on to Birdwood. The next section from
Birdwood to Littledean was beautiful, a perfect quiet rural
idyll with virtually no traffic. Next came the Forest of
Dean, which meant hills. Lunch was had on the edge of
Cinderford at the White Heart (or White He rt as the sign
said). I knew lunch in Cinderford would be good value, no
frills and beat the crowds, and I was right! An hour later and
a great winding descent we were in Monmouth. What a
vibrant pleasant place – but lacking the character of
Cinderford! Another homemade flapjack and powerball
and off we went in the direction of Abergavenny via the
beautifully quiet but hilly B4233. We got to Abergavenny at
4.40pm. We had two options here; either buy our food
(evening meal and breakfast) now in Waitrose and haul it up

direct to WW via Llanelly, or take the cycle way contouring
from Govilon to Brynmawr, get the food in Asda then take
the tramroad around to Whitewalls. We went for the latter,
which was probably 5 miles longer but less severe.
The cycle path from Govilon follows the old railway and

contours up the east side of the Clydach. At times the
surface is a bit rough, or even short grass and it was a bit
slow going. Also one section is inaccessible so you have to
lose height on the road and then double back – a bit
demoralising at the end of the day. However great views
and a quiet spot. We passed over the opportunity for a
Llanelly Quarry Pot trip, and headed on to a brutal nasty
short sharp hill as you top off into Brynmawr. Next
foraging in Brynmawr. We decided that we’d better station
two of us outside Asda to keep an eye on the bikes, so I
went in to shop. However I was wearing shiny soled cycling
shoes with hard plastic Look cleats on them. The floor in
Asda is polished to within an inch of its life, so I could
barely stand up and had to shuffle around in my garish lycra
searching for the pasta and porridge. I re-joined the others
with my selection of gifts, and we loaded up the pannier.
Some space was still evident so Tom nipped back in for a
few beers. We finally made Whitewalls at 7.07pm with 84
miles on the clock and 2005m of ascent.
Getting back to Whitewalls after several years without

visiting was great. Matt and Mandy were there along with a
party from Imperial CC, who had been busy scanning the
White Company in Daren with some high tech gadgetry,
and a most social evening ensued. This was only tempered
by Tom getting a rescue
call out concerning 2
overdue chaps in OFD.
He refrained from his
beer until he was quite
sure they had the
numbers at the South
Wales to launch a
search. Thankfully we
heard at 1.30am they
had been safely found
after failing to get out
of Maypole inlet and
also Cwm Dwr.
Tom had decided

that Whitewalls to
Cardiff direct was not

by Andy Rummingvia Whitewalls
Waterhay to Cardiff

Day 1 Ascent - from Andy’s phone

L-R: Andy, Tom and Chris
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a proper ride, and we needed to add in some hills and explore the
finer parts of the Beacons on bike. After more faffing, Day 2
commenced at 10.25am with a wheel rim cooking descent of the
Col du Whitewalls direct into Llangattock and then along to
Talybont. Then came some serious lane bashing around the
northern side of Pen Y Fan, Libanus, and then the metropolis that
is Hoel Senni. I was really looking forward to the next bit (and
hoping I wouldn’t need to push) so we took the minor road from
here to the Devil’s Elbow, which was the first of the Day 2 big
climbs. This road to I-straddled-and-felt-her (Ystradfellte) is
awesome, and full of memories of getting the minibuses of
students over the summit and Sunday morning chunder stops on
route from camping at Libanus to caving at Little Neath.
Fortunately this trip was vomit free, but unfortunately the New
Inn was full, so we sped on to Penderyn where surely the distillery
would have a café? But no, we needed more than a liquid lunch so
we grabbed a sandwich from Hirwaun. Next was Aberdare
(passing my favourite smoker’s supplies shop – Darth Vaper) and
the biggest climb yet. The A4233 heading SW gets steep right in
town and delivers a full 260m of up in about 2k and the
switchbacks give a proper continental mountain feel – any cyclist
in South Wales needs to tick this one off. Then a very high speed
drop into Maerdy and long gentle descent though Ferndale,
crossing the Afon Rhondda Fach for another big picturesque
climb out and over the top down to Pontypridd. Here we picked
up the Taff trail cycleway and cruised into Cardiff arriving at
5.50pm after covering 66 miles. A big Chinese was consumed then
Chris and I cycled to Cardiff Central and were back in Swindon in
an hour. Great weather, a great route, no punctures or mechanicals
and great people!
*MAMIL= Middle Aged Man In Lycra

Photos by Andy Rumming - Dolphin added by special request (see if you can spot it!)

Left: Chris with well travelled boiled eggs
and flapjack. Right: Crossing the River Severn.

A homemade version of expensive energy
bars, great for caving and cycling and don’t
melt, freeze or fall apart. If you can mix

concrete you can make these!
500g dried figs
80ml honey

4 tbsp orange juice
2 tbsp lemon juice

155g flour (I use wholemeal)
½ tsp bicarbonate of soda
¼ tsp baking powder
1 tbsp of sunflower oil
62ml of black treacle

2 egg whites
Some porridge oats or oat bran

Add figs, honey, orange juice and 2 tbsp of
lemon juice to the food processor and mix on
chop setting until the fig bits are finely cut.

Set aside.
Put all the other ingredients (except the

porridge oats or bran) in a mixing bowl. Beat
with an electric mixer for 3-4 minutes at
medium speed or just do it with a wooden
spoon. Add fig mixture and beat until
everything blends – it goes a bit like

playdough. Roll into 20 ish golf ball sized
spheres and coat with porridge oats or bran

poured onto a plate.
Place on a baking tray and bake at 180°C

for 10 minutes. They should puff up a bit.
Adapted from ‘Banks Balls’ as found on the

internet 20 years ago.

Beeline
I originally saw this gadget on Dragon’s Den back in 2018. Basically it’s an

electronic navigation device that sits on your handlebars and follows a pre-
programmed route that you have put into an app on your phone. It then tells you
how far to the next turn, and which direction it is, as well as doing all the normal
cycle computer stuff like speed, trip etc. It communicates with your phone by
Bluetooth but can work offline. The inventor’s USP’s were that the LCD display
was far clearer and less fussy than having a phone on your handlebars and it used
a fraction of the power. Also it has a ‘compass’ mode where it uses ‘as the crow
flies’ direction and distance and you make up your own route on the fly chipping
away towards the end goal, which is great in town commuting. Needless to say
they didn’t get any cash off the Dragons but they are still alive and kicking and a
new model is just coming out, still at a very reasonable 79 quid. It’s great for roads
and cycle tracks, but not optimised for off-road at the moment.
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Adventures inAude(and thereabouts)

by Rachel Smith

Top: Rachel in Font de Dotz – All photos by Martyn Farr

Early August saw Martyn and I set out from the
Lot to head further south to the Aude region of
France where we joined cavers from SWCC,
including our own Paul Tarrant and Andrea. Ahead
of us was a week of varied and interesting activities
both above and below ground. Located in the
eastern foothills of the Pyrenees, Aude and
neighbouring Ariege are home to some sporting
and beautiful caves, towering limestone cliffs and
fascinating feudal history. Our approach to the
campsite in Axat took us through the impressive
Gorges de la Pierre-Lys, introducing us to the
stunning scenery and, of course, se�ing Martyn’s
mind to the possibilities of capturing some footage
with his drone.
Our first full day took us on an exploration with

Toulouse caver Jean-Marc,
looking for entrances to local (45
min drive away) caves. It was
hot! and the undergrowth dense
as we ploughed around trying
to make sense of a description of
the route to La Caoudiere (also
called Codiero) a cave whose
vertical entrance shaft leads into
a lengthy, and in places
decorated, streamway which
can be followed almost back to
the surface – perhaps this will
become a through trip in the
future? At last success! We
scrambled down to peer into
the cool dark cave mouth
musing on the fact that it
neither looked like the
description nor seemed to be in
the right place…
Fast forward to a sandwich break to fortify

ourselves, and then we set off again just up the road,

seeking the Aven Jean Bernard. This cave also has
some short pitches at the entrance but then opens
up into an impressively large chamber with a steep
downhill rubble slope and a second large chamber
located up-slope from the base of the pitches. Route
finding to this cave proved to be easier and the path
a li�le clearer but what… a feeling of déjà vu; we
had been here before! This morning’s find was
clearly NOT La Caoudiere but in fact, the Jean
Bernard. Being obstinate we then tracked back
through the undergrowth rechecking possible sites
and finally located the correct entrance which
dutifully matched the description of La Caoudiere.
Then onwards along the valley to seek out the

Gouffre du Trou du Vent de las Goffias. Another
elusive cave which saw more undergrowth bashing

and mosquito bites as Jean-Marc
valiantly forced his way through
head-high scrub. Martyn, being a
li�le shorter, disappeared from
view and his progress could only
be monitored by the waving of
bushes and tall grass! This well
decorated cave, with its single
38m entrance pitch, eluded us.
Jean-Marc found the cairns
which denote the place to head
uphill, but by now we were all
hot and tired and definitely
ready to return to base. Note to
self: cave hunting is best done
in cool weather and not in a
record breaking summer
heatwave!!
Day 2, Martyn and I decided

on an easy day working
together on images. We started with a visit to one
part of the “Tunnel de Pierre Lys”. A feat of
engineering, this disused railway tunnel totals

Axat Railway Tunnel
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Font de Dotz

1382m in length and runs alongside the
Aude River as it passes through the Gorges
de Pierre-Lys. It is divided into sections and
accessible at several points. Walking along
on the rough chippings was surprisingly
tiring but we took the opportunity to stop
for photos at some of the archways that
open out into the gorge. Some 2/3 of the way
along a natural cave is situated off the side
of the tunnel and we diverted to explore
this. Evidence of flood debris could be seen
in the small passages that led up from a
lower level but the main route seemed to be
clear. At two points there were climbs
upwards, one with a fixed rope, but both
had only sketchy holds and the potential for
a nasty fall. After a cursory inspection they
were left for another time.
Returning above ground we located a safe place

to fly the drone and Martyn swiftly bagged some
photos and a short video giving a very different
perspective of the Gorge. Then on we went to look
for one of the very impressive Cathar chateaux
which this region is famous for. Located
precariously on rocky outcrops these defensive
buildings would be called castles here in the UK.
They link to a turbulent period of history when local
feuding was rife and every person of note defended
themselves from their fortified chateau.
After a short drive beyond Axat, we rounded the

corner to get our first view of Puilaurens chateau
and we were certainly impressed. Both the position
and the dedication of those who built it have to be
admired and we can vouch for the hot uphill climb
that is needed to reach the castle itself.
Tuesday, and we set off with a sizeable group of

others for the Font de Do�. This extensive system
begins with a short pitch. At the bo�om two ways

on are possible. At floor level there are some
moderately well decorated chambers and the way
into a maze of sump passages. Up a small climb the
main route follows the streamway with many
branches leading off, giving a total length in excess
of 3km. After a brief debate, we split into two
groups. Some, more adventurous, explorers headed
for the streamway whilst four of us remained in the
decorated chambers taking the opportunity to
photograph this area and to explore some of the
very dry sump passages. As we were finishing, the
explorers returned with heavily muddied suits and
boots and tales of nothing very impressive to see
along the route that they had followed.
Mid-week arrived and an impressive trip to the

Gouffre de Ma�e Arnaude, organised by Toulouse
cavers Jean-Marc and Michel. This is a ‘backdoor’
into the Cabrespine system which is well known as
a beautifully decorated show cave, not far to the
north of Carcassonne. The Ma�e Arnaude entrance

is located at the
limestone-schist interface
meaning that the first
part of the cave has much
breakdown and loose
rock to be wary of. The
whole trip is on a
downward angle of
about 45 degrees with
some small pitches
(longest 10m) and several
short sections equipped
with fixed aids making
them like mini via
ferrata. Along the way
are some beautifully
decorated sections with
curtains, stalactites and
stalagmites. At almost the
deepest point is the

Gouffre de Matte Arnaude
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Galerie de la Fistuleuse Tremblante, a chamber
decorated with long, very delicate, straws. Beyond
this lies a seasonal sump and the connection into the
show cave. We did not have permission to exit that
way so we retraced our steps steeply upwards,
stopping to photograph some of the best decorated
areas as we went. Definitely a place to visit if you
are ever in the area!
Thursday found us sightseeing; Queribus

chateau, with the camera and drone, the village of
Cucugnan with its windmill and unusual ironwork
bell tower and yet another chateau above the village
of Padern. As often happens, Martyn was engrossed
in his photography and managed to get up very
close and personal with a flowering cactus plant.
Whilst he framed a nice photo, Martyn soon
regre�ed his enthusiasm as he plucked spines from
his arms, body and legs for the rest of that day and
several more to come!
Our last full day in Aude, and time to explore

through the impressive Gorges de Saint-Georges.
The towering cliffs here are very atmospheric and
the road twists between grey limestone walls next to
the Aude River. Passing a large signboard for the
Gro�e D’Aguzou we park up and decide it would
be worth a look. Down the narrow steps and on to a
rickety bridge accessed by a short ladder. This feels
rather unlike a show cave but we continue anyway.
Over the river and the path rises steeply, zig
zagging its way up the hillside and becoming
rougher as we climb.Martyn assures mewemust be
nearly there but onward and upward we continue
to go. Finally the path levels out and we arrive… at

a locked and gated cave! Peering through a gap in
the door we can make out a large chamber that is
well trodden and we muse on possible
archaeological remains or other reasons for the cave
to be closed.
Further research that evening reveals that this site

is used for paying clients to experience the
underground world but it is also very well
decorated. Photographs show lovely gro�oes,
delicate crystals and impressive calcite formations.
This is somewhere we will research in more detail
and hopefully visit on a future trip to the area.
Saturday dawns and some from SWCC and

Toulouse have already headed eastwards to the
Herault region to spend the weekend visiting the
very special caves found there. We, however, are
heading home and decide to pass through
Carcassonne on our way. The old city dates back
well before the Cathar period and is an impressive
feature with walls, towers and turrets. It claims to be
the best preserved walled city in Europe and we can
well believe it. Parked up nearby, the faithful drone
is unpacked and readied to fly when Martyn calls
me over. A warning message on the screen states
“This is a restricted area”. Not one to be easily
deterred, Martyn prepares to navigate the various
questions that then flash up, stalling only when it
asks for his contact number and details of the
permission he has received to fly. We are bemused
– there is no airport nearby, no military installations
so, what is the problem? Packing up we move on to
a viewpoint some distance from the walled city and
try again. Same message, same questions, same

Gouffre de Matte Arnaude
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Above and Top Right: Limousis Show Cave
Below: Gouffre de Matte Arnaude

refusal of the drone to take off. It
seems Carcassonne does not want
anyone and everyone
photographing the old city from a
drone’s eye vantage point!
But the day is young and we decide

on a tourist trip to one of the nearby
show caves. We opt for the Gro�e de
Limousis, the oldest show cave in France
welcoming its first visitors in 1825. What a

delightful place it is to visit. The cave has some
600m of passage accessible to tourists; very li�le lies
beyond this. Tours are led by an informative guide
(English audio-guide available) and begin in a
chamber housing casks of maturing “l’Amytheste”
wine. Youmove through the cave learning about the
remains of cave bears, tools and po�ery, all
evidence of Neolithic use. You admire the well
decorated chambers and lakes which are discretely
lit and offer plenty of photo opportunities. And at
the end of the cave a carefully orchestrated “Son et
Lumiere” showcases a chamber with many calcite
formations and crystals including an enormous
aragonite stalactite believed to be the largest of its
kind in Europe; quite awe-inspiring!
Back on the road we pay a fleeting visit to see the

cluster of four chateaux on the hillside at Lastours
before bidding our final farewell to the Aude region
for now… But we will return, there is so much more
to see and do!
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by Duncan Price

Visitors to Wookey Hole Caves might have noticed that
the River Axe emerging from the cave flows through a
series of routes which all disappear beneath the old paper
mill and reappear on the other side of the road near to the
car park. I had loaned my surveying kit to Gavin Newman
and Tom Chapman in the past so that they could map the
tunnels beneath the mill but never had the chance to
explore them myself. In the autumn of 2021, a collapse of
one of the portals into these tunnels by the souvenir shop
in the ravine forced the show cave to re-route tourists
down the sloping access ramp from the canal rather than
the shorter path via steps at the head of the gorge. This
meant that cave divers had a longer slog to get gear into
the cave and it was on a diving trip with Max Fisher on
17th December 2021 that we bumped into Tom who said
that he was going to do an inspection trip through the
tunnels later as there had been a further roof fall beneath
the mill that needed looking at. He said that we could join
him when we got out and so a plan was hatched.

After our dive we stayed in our wetsuits
and joined Tom and his electrician friend
Rob, who works at the show cave, for our
underground odyssey beneath the mill.
Carefully clambering over the collapse, we
crawled through a short section of tunnel to
emerge beneath a fenced off skylight near to
the shop. The floor here was littered with
money thrown down by tourists and it was
tempting to collect some for recycling in the
Hunters’ Lodge Inn. Another section of
tunnel then reached more open streamway
which disappeared underground again by the
toilet block in the dinosaur park.

The route split at another opening on the
edge of the mill inside the compound.
According to Tom the right-hand passage
comes out by the side of the road across from
the crazy golf course whereas we needed to

take the longer tunnel on the left
which would lead us to where the
collapse was. I was glad that I was
wearing my diving wetsuit as we
were crawling in water up to our
chests in the low tunnel. It was
not a place one would want to be
in times of flood. The passage
took a sharp left turn where there
was a junction with another
tunnel bringing water from the
mill turbine (which we could hear
in the distance).

We headed up the inlet for a
few feet to a washed out chamber
where the roof had collapsed. It
all looked rather dodgy, and Tom
advised us to stay away from the

exposed earthen roof. Heeding this caution, Max and I
skirted around the area to visit the end of the passage
where a throbbing vertical pipe brought water from the
exhaust of the turbine. This is fed from the canal from the
resurgence that runs along the edge of the ravine past the
show cave exit and the Hyena Den. Mindful of the
unstable nature of the “chamber” that we’d just come
through, Max and I left to follow the river downstream
though a long section of tunnel.

This section was the easiest to traverse being of larger
dimensions – almost high enough to stand up in. Despite
the increased size, the depth of water meant that progress
was best made by semi-crawling along using our wetsuits
for buoyancy and kicking off the floor in a sort of half-
doggy paddle. There were occasional skylights in the roof
capped by iron manhole covers and I speculated that we
were probably following the line of the road into the
village above us. I had no idea where we would pop out
until daylight came into sight and (after a temporary

Wookey Hole
Culverts

Above: Rob near the washed out area
Top Left: Duncan at the Mill entry point

Photos by Tom Chapman
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lowering of the roof) we emerged in a gully
surrounded by the village (adults-only) campsite.

Fortunately, it wasn’t deserted so Max and I were
able to make a discreet and speedy exit to collect
Max’s discarded diving kit that we had left up by the
tunnel complex top entrance. Max had to scoot off
home to Bristol due to childcare commitments, but I
was able to hang around a bit to see Tom and Rob
who had spent more time checking out the collapse.
Tom was kind enough to send me some photos to
accompany this article and after having an email
exchange with Robin (‘Tav’) Taviner, a plan of the
old paper mill that was printed in Bristol Industrial
Archaeological Society Journal reached my inbox.
This schematic shows the layout of the water culverts
beneath and although I have Tom Chapman and
Gavin Newman’s survey data for the system of
tunnels, a better idea of their location is to look for
capped air shafts. The whole complex is not without
interest and although the downstream exits have little
in the way of access restrictions, I suspect the
Wookey Hole Caves would not appreciate
unauthorised visits (although I have since become
aware of its popularity amongst senior Mendip cavers
– these trips generally took place “after the pub”)!

Since then, Wookey Hole caves have repaired the
top entrance to the culverts in time for the tourist
season and there has been some work going on inside
the mill (judging from the building sand and cement
mixer outside) presumably to repair the tunnel near
the turbine outlet.

1. SMITHY
2. CARPENTERS SHOP
3. BOILER ROOM
4. RAG SHED
5. VAT HOUSES
6. DRYING ROOM
7. SIZE ROOM
8. YARD
9. OFFICES

WOOKEYHOLE PAPERMILL
GROUND PLAN

Plan of Wookey Hole Paper Mill from BIAS Journal 7 page
26. Culverts running beneath have been coloured blue.

By Mac Ayton

This is what the trendy caver was wearing in the early 60s

This is me, Elb Marchant and Bart Sheekey. We were in our early twenties then
and used to doss in the tower like structure on Priddy Green. Most cavers used
it for changing. Our gear, sleeping bags, Primos, spare clothing etc would be
left there, no worries about getting stolen. Innocent days!

Swildon’s before and after



What does an aerobically fit, retired-hurt 
caver do to fill the considerable vacuum 
created by no longer being able to hunt 
for caverns measureless? One simple 
solution is to pester and impose upon 
his old digging buddies. 
With that in mind I wheeled my e-bike, 
loaded up with 17kg of spare battery, 
charger, camping & cooking miscellanea 
and sufficient provisions to maintain 
some degree of self-isolation, onto the 
Cairnryan ferry and sailed to Belfast to 
begin the 300 mile trip to Doolin.
My cycle got off to an inauspicious start 
as I headed out of town in completely 
the wrong direction but I was set on 
my way by an escort of two charming, 
fluorescent yellow-clad cyclists, one of 
whom was in his nineties and bore an 
uncanny resemblance to the Reverand 
Ian Paisley.
With overnight stops at Markethill, 
Loughcrew Megalithic Centre (a 

fabulous, undeveloped, hilltop marvel of 
stone circles and massive burial cairns 
with spectacular, panoramic views over 
18 counties) and Lough Ree, I arrived in 
Gort for a stopover with cave diver Nick 
Geh and his wife Helen.
I had planned my route on Cycle.Travel 
to use minor roads and green lanes as 
much as possible. This was extremely 
useful but let me down on a few 
occasions - one obliging chap observed  
“the road you’re on isn’t on the map” 
while in another instance I arrived 
unexpectedly at an unmarked junction 
with a church where the only clue was 
a large poster reading ‘It is time to turn 
and follow Jesus’!
The next day Nick kindly sherpaed my 
panniers, leaving me to enjoy a fabulous, 
lightweight traverse of the Burren, finally 
arriving to a warm welcome in Doolin at 
the home of my good friend Pat Cronin 
and his wife Pauline.
Doolin has changed a lot since my first 
visit in the folksy days of the late 1970s, 
less Raggle Taggle Gypsy-O to this wild 
rover’s eye and more des-res dwellings 
for a well-heeled returning diaspora.
This wasn’t the first time I had cycled 

in  the area. In the early 1980s I lowered 
my mountain bike down Fisherstreet Pot, 
dragged it through the low duck and 
cycled 500 metres up the (then) clean 
washed streamway of Doolin River Cave 
to the Aille Cascade.
The followng afternoon we headed off to 
the dig at Considine’s Cave. Martyn Farr  
wrote a brief article about the project, 
supported by some fine photographs, in 
Descent 283. 
The project began after Pat had obtained 
permission from the landowner to dig 
a small stream sink in a depression 
strategically well placed to intercept 
the projected streamway of the Coolagh 
River Cave en route to its presumed sea 
level resurgence at S2.
If you are unfamiliar with the Coolagh 
River Cave system it is a multi-
entranced cave, on the western flank 
of Knockaunsmountain, with a massive 
catchment, huge potential and a fearsome 
reputation for flash flooding. On one 
occasion in the 1980s, the day after a 
substantial flood, I went in Polldonnagh 
North (the top entrance) with a team 
from Bristol Poly Caving Club. About 
50 metres from the entrance I looked up 

at an odd-looking formation in the roof, 
only to find that it was in fact a freshly 
drowned cow suspended in the rift about 
10 ft above my head.
Attempts have been made to enter the 
further reaches of the system at numerous 
sites including Cregg Lodge Swallet (Alt 
70m) down below Ballynalackan castle.
Pat and Cheg Chester, both members of 
Pegasus CC together with Tony Boycott 
began the first phase of the Considine’s 
Cave dig in 2016. They were later 
assisted by a generator and winch and, 
supported by several other local cavers, 
they sunk a massive shaft down the 
northern side of the depression through 
boulders, gravels and clays, reaching 
impenetrable solution tubes at a depth 
of -26m, making it the second largest 
open shaft in the Burren.
Undeterred, and with a clearer picture of 
the layout of the rift, the team began to 
sink a fresh shaft on the southern side of 
the depression. Six years later, after 3232 
man-hours, and a total of 7428 lifts of 
kibbles and nets full of rocks, a sturdily 
shored second shaft with ingeniously 
arranged safety precautions on the 
surface, a telephone system, bell and 

shelter has now reached -27m and things 
are looking much more promising, with 
alluring hints of horizontal development, 
spaces between the boulders and enticing 
draughts. The suggestion of a connection 
to a substantial streamway is reinforced 
by the tell-tale deposits of flotsam left, 
after a period of wet weather, on an RSJ 
high up in the rift. 
On the occasion of my visit Pat unloaded 
the kibbles and barrowed them to the 
well-concealed spoil heap while Cheg 
manned the winch and local caver and 
recent regular digger Paul McGrath 
worked at the dig face below. 30 kibbles 
(about a ton) was raised over 4 hours.
If you’re interested in following the 
dig go to pegasuscavingclub.org where 
Cheg regularly updates the log.
The next day Pat and I went to look 
for a cave up on Slieve Elva noted by 
the owner of the land to the north and 
east of the Poulnagollum system. He 
had already given Pat permission to 
prospect on his land but said that he’d 
never find this particular cave without 
him being there and he was right! En 
route Pat continued an ongoing project 
of correcting the erroneously reported 

locations of various entrances and we 
noted three small but impressive new 
stream sinks to the north of E2 that 
had been exposed by dubious excavator 
activity of the neighbouring landowner. 
At 6am the following morning I was 
blown out of the Burren on the wings 
of a westerly force 6 gale as I started my 
250 mile cycle home via Templederry, 
Kilkenny and Fishguard.
If you’re interested in doing something 
like this on an e-bike it is worth noting 
the huge impact that wind direction has 
on battery life. While being frugal with 
the power and only using it to shave the 
tops off the hills on the lower settings 
I was only getting around 50 miles per 
battery when heading south into the 
wind while, heading west with the wind 
at my back, I was getting around 80 
miles per battery.
Also worth noting is the fact that the 
Stena Line ferry from Cairnryan to 
Belfast and the return from Rosslare 
to Fishguard, with a comfortable seat 
booked in the Hygge lounge, cost the 
grand total of £10 when booked as a 
senior citizen and supplemented with 
Tesco points!

Left to right:
The author cycling through the Aille 
Cascade. Photo by Steve Milner
Considine’s Cave: Head of the shaft.
Cheg Chester working the winch.
Pat Cronin emptying kibbles into the 
barrow.
Pat Cronin logging a new stream sink 
to the north east of E2.
Below: View over western 
Knockaunsmountain.
Photos by Mark ‘Gonzo’ Lumley 
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The Old,The BOLD and The Cold
by Nick Chipchase

The “Tuesday Diggers” fourth trip up to Wales in a year.
Making a break from a three year digging project in
Somerset now half way through our licence.
All started well despite concern over the new lock and

break in at OCAF recently. Half way up somebody decided
that they had left their boots at home so a diversion to
Screwfix in Newport was in order. There was more
faffing around trying to find the path up to the cave. (It’s
by the big road sign). I had been there some four years
ago but my memory is bad. We had the Wessex CC key so
thought that we had better check it was the right one.
That took twenty minutes of fumbling as we forgot how
the mechanism worked (photo included for other
fumblers). Quite simple really, but two of us (The Old and
The Bold) are over 70. Back to the layby to change as the
day was heating up. Then back up to the cave again.
We had planned an easy going trip up to Severn Tunnel.

The Bold and The Cold did not want any photo faffing
from The Old (me) so I ditched the Yongnuo slave gun and
did everything with a torch and the faithful Olympus TG-
6. This method works well for record shots and trip
reports but a fair bit of editing helps. Another way is to
run the camera on video then run it through VLC saving
the better frames for onward editing as stills. That
requires a bit of colour correction but again gives
reasonable images if one remembers to let the video have
time to focus. I use high output Skyray torches all the
time now as backlight, fill in etc. It’s best remembered
though that light output diminishes quite quickly as the
batteries run down. My single torch just lasted long
enough to take 138 images reduced down to about 40.
(The old BLF rule from flashbulb days). I use both ‘I Auto’

visit Ogof Craig a’ Ffynnon
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and ‘Programme’ on the TG often pairing them for one
take. That takes about two minutes so the subjects don’t
get restless.
We made a steady pace up to Hall of the Mountain King.

Still lots of water and sloshy mud about. The rope climb
before Choke Two was slippery, I should have taken my
cows tails. In Travertine Passage etc the formations are
unspoiled. For a shorter trip in a big Wales cave I reckon
OCAF is one of the best. Even the taping is far less obvious
than that in Agen Allwedd. We started up the approach to
Severn Tunnel. The squeezy bit not to be feared for older
folk though my ribs complained a bit. After a while The
Cold got cold and The Bold less so we turned around to
have a stop at Hall of the Mountain King. What an
impressive place that is. A nice amble back out. Second
Choke less arduous going down. The wet bit was still nicely
wet so time for a few photos and a wash off. Out to hot
sunshine and a warm drive back home via the WCC as Mr
Boot’s car had no aircon. Ahh well back to grovelling in the
digs twice a week now. Things looking promising but then
they always do.

The Old - Nick Chipchase
The Bold - Brian Johnson

The Cold - Mike Wise

Here’s
what the
‘Tuesday
Night

Diggers’
normally

get up to in
a secret

location in
Somerset…
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Agen Allwedd – Saturday 4th June 2022
Adrian Fawcett, Matt and Mandy Voysey

It was on the 4 day Jubilee Bank Holiday
weekend that Adrian had his 30th anniversary of
caving, it was also a CSS Whitewalls weekend
which fitted in quite conveniently with the need
to do a celebratory trip. Mr Fawcett’s first trip
ever had been to The Music Room in Aggy, the
10th anniversary trip had been an Aggy Grand
Circle, the 20th an Aggy figure of 8 (Grand
Circle and Inner/Outer Circle), so to follow the
format the 30th had to likewise be in Aggy and
also somewhere notable… but where?
An earlier suggestion had been a trip to the
end of Trident; a trip that we all liked the idea of
doing, but for some reason weren’t quite feeling the
thrusting enthusiasm required for a many hour trip of
extreme crawling. So it was while sitting around the
bonfire drinking beer the night before that Adrian
came up with the idea of doing the 84 Series instead,
and we enthusiastically agreed.
If you’ve never been to the 84 Series and have no
idea what it’s like, you’re not alone. It wasn’t on my
radar either until Matt and I ventured to Shattered
Passage a couple of years ago (see CSS NL Vol. 62, Nos.
7-9). This is just off the main trade route up Turkey
Streamway, but quite clearly gets very few visitors as
there’s hardly any wear along the route and many of
the rocks are still quite mobile. We’d looked at the rope
climb leading to the 84 Series, but thought it looked a
bit sketchy without any kit. We were also aware that a
time of pandemic and social distancing perhaps wasn’t
the best time to risk rescue by climbing ropes of
unknown age and anchorage, so we decided to save it
for future exploration then forgot all out it.
So, fast forward to our celebratory trip, exactly 30
years since Adrian’s first venture underground. This
had a somewhat slow start due to our enthusiasm to
deplete the barrel of beer the night before, but we soon
found ourselves yet again at the base of the climb up to
the 84 Series. Kit wise we had a set of cowstails for the
first climber (Adrian), a ladder to rig it for those
following (me and Matt) and a life-line for just in case.
The climb is rigged with 2 ropes with knotted loops
that can be used to clip into on the way up.
The climb was originally scaled by Martyn Farr in
1984, who free-climbed up then spent a couple of
hours wedged in clearing rocks before the enticing
black void beyond could be entered. The rest of the
team were then unable to follow due to the
awkwardness and confined nature of the climb, so
Martyn explored the open passages beyond solo (see
Descent No. 58, May/June 1984 & Exploration Journal of
Llangattwg Mountain, CSS Volume 19).
Now it was our turn to attempt the climb. Adrian
scampered up and made the first bit look easy, but
above this the walls were smoother, so the ladder was
attached to the rope and pulled up so he could clip it
on the loops and use it for footholds. This seemed to
work well, and Adrian disappeared from view. What
followed was a good deal of scuffling noises,
indicating a constricted exit, then with a shout of “hats
off to Martyn for free-climbing that!” he was up.

The ladder was then rigged and I was ready for what
would surely be a nice easy climb… and it was at first,
but then the line of the ladder went straight through a
constricted section. I tried pulling it across to the right,
but feeling that some sort of acrobatics might be
required I went back down and requested a life-line for
safety. Attempt number two didn’t go that well either.
Yet again I couldn’t get the ladder far enough to the
right, so I went for the tactic of just stubbornly pushing
up into the tight bit instead. That was a stupid idea. I
was now halfway up, but stuck like an idiot with my
head wedged between solid rock walls. Luckily this
sort of situation is easily remedied by simply undoing
the chinstrap to allow escape, then tugging the helmet
out after… that is if you’re able to squeeze your arm
up past your also wedged body to do this. After a
somewhat sweaty struggle I managed to escape my
plight and returned to the bottom to regain my
composure and let Matt have a go. Matt’s tactic was to
step off the ladder half way and free-climb the rest on
life-line, which was much more sensible. So now for
attempt number three… this was much better, I
stepped off the ladder at the same point as Matt, and
then used the rungs with my left hand and foot and
naturals on the right. Brilliant! Then came the actual
tight bit, where I very much regretted calling Adrian
‘Fatty Fawcett’ when he was briefly stuck in a tight bit
of Car Pot the week before. It was a bit like the birthing
of a cow as I got tugged out of the knobbly tube to pop
out into proper sized passage once more.
Now for some exploration, and there was plenty to
see. We’d emerged into the middle of a passage far
more impressively sizeable than we’d imagined, proper
big stuff. We decided to work our way around in a left-
right order, and soon found ourselves at the end of the
main passage at a climb up through boulders of a
loose-ish nature. This led to a Clive’s Chamber, which
was roomy and pleasant but didn’t go far. We poked
around in some infilled tubes on the left which may
have some digging potential, but not having any tools
and knowing there was plenty more to see, we decided
to save this for perhaps another time.
Heading back towards the climb up, we investigated
the next passage on the left. This was really quite nice
– smaller and rockier than the main passage, but with
some interesting formations along the way. Next up

Series

The
1984
by Mandy Voysey
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was a tight downwards slot on the left of the main
passage. According to the survey this leads to the
Missile Silo, but it looked like an awkward descent and
possibly worse ascent so we thought we’d check out
the rest first and come back to this if we had time.
Further along on the left is Draught Passage. This
includes a short but very loose climb which provided
some amusement with various hand and foothold
failures both going up and down again. Above this was
more large stuff, the left didn’t go too far before
reaching a boulder choke, but to the right was big,
open passage. The only problem was getting there… It
was only a short climb up, but it was smooth, slippery
and exposed. We looked to Adrian to overcome this
problem and climb it for the team, but he was having
none of it.
Back at the end of the main passage we had a
rummage around in a low crawl/bedding and got
really inspired by the easy digging options available
here, though looking at the survey now I’m not sure
they’re heading anywhere useful. Our impression of
the 84 Series in general was that it felt that nobody had
been there for decades, and that the lack of visitors not
only made the whole place feel quite remote, but also
a good spot for seeking out digging opportunities. In
fact so little probed is the area, we managed to find
virgin passage without even having to dig for it! But
more about that later…
The series doesn’t end here as there’s a climb up on
the right leading to yet more big cave passage. This is
rigged with a knotted rope, and knowing that this was
almost certainly ancient we pondered on the wisdom
of using it. Then Matt went for it anyway. He declared
the rope to be safe and the climb not too bad, so
Adrian and I both swiftly followed. There were two
ways on at the top, left is easy walking ending at Twin

Pot, while the right
starts with a very
exposed traverse.
Beyond this looked very
large and inviting, but
the ledge to get there
was quite the opposite.
There was a coil of old
rope indicating that it
probably had been rigged with a line, but it looked like
quite a risky prospect without, so we were happy to
give it a miss. Further along we reached (almost) the
end of our travels at Twin Pot. Yet another obstacle
that we didn’t have the kit for as it requires a 10m
ladder. What we did instead was perhaps better in that
we discovered somewhere that nobody had ever been
before. Hooray! We dubbed this victorious new
discovery ‘Anniversary Chamber’ after Adrian’s 30
years of caving. Returning back in good spirits it
seemed Matt was on a roll as he yet again managed to
sniff out virgin territory. This was dubbed ‘Jubilee
Passage’ in homage to the fact that it was also the
Queen’s Jubilee, and is even more niche than the first
as Matt was the only one of us to reach the end. I
found myself (yet again) stuck in a tight spot, and
Adrian didn’t even know where we’d gone.
After this all that remained was to head back out.
We’d spent so long investigating everything that we
definitely didn’t have time for the slither down to the
Missile Silo. I was first to head back down the climb to
Shattered Passage and wasn’t too worried about it
as I was sure it would be much easier than coming
up – an assumption that in my case turned out to
be wrong. It transpires that going backwards down
a tight knobbly tube is a bit of a pig when your tits
are pushed up round your neck like a ruff, taking
up space that would otherwise be quite useful for
arms. So it was after inching back a millimetre at a
time using toes and general wriggling for what felt
like an age, I eventually reached the top of the
ladder and was glad to find the rest of the descent
a breeze. Disappointingly Matt and Adrian had no
such trouble at the top and both slid through with
ease. Then all that was left was the sporting sprint
down familiar passages, before dinner and beer at
Whitewalls.
Despite the obvious difficulties of getting to the
84 Series, it was a really worthwhile trip and I’d
highly recommend it to anyone looking for
something different to do in Aggy or seeking out
a digging project. There are quite a few bits that
we didn’t get to see that would merit a return visit
with the right equipment, though I may have to
avoid pie eating and bind my bosoms before our
next attempt.

Matt on the climb up from
Shattered Passage.

This is where I got my
head wedged.

See next page for Matt’s tale of our
fantastic discoveries!

Photo by Mandy Voysey



At the top of Twin
Pot pitch in the Aggy
84 Series, I spied an
obvious small tube on
the left which, as we
were in serious
exploration mode, I
couldn’t leave
unchecked. Inserting
my head revealed a
tight onward squeeze
under a highly
interesting roof full of
remarkable sculpted
mini pendants (see
photo). Pushing
further I noticed that

the floor of the tube contained seemingly untouched, virgin mud (resembling worm casts) making me become
somewhat excited that nobody had looked this far before. Especially since there was black space visible around
the corner ahead! The crawl was a flat out, tight, enclosed squeeze but nothing overly serious so I pushed ahead
into the unknown and plopped out into a chamber. Again the floorwas of untouched dried mud, so nobody had
been here before – unless there is a colony of worms working away down here busily hiding all evidence of
intrusion! The chamber was pretty small, with a dodgy boulder choke in all directions, but with some words of
encouragement and insistence I tempted Mandy and Adrian in through the squeeze and we all just about fitted
within to celebrate our find. Given the occasion of our trip we named this modest discovery ‘Anniversary
Chamber’.
Returning fromTwin Pot, in the hands and knees crawl back towards the roped climb I noticed a second small

tube in the passage wall. The team had already gone ahead but I couldn’t leave this unchecked and was soon
squeezing along another tight rifty tube, similar to the other passages here except of smaller dimensions, and
again with an untouched mud floor beneath. This went on for several uncomfortable metres, followed by an
awkward squeeze past awedged rock and down to the floor of the rift. The going got slightly easier, and then the
rift opened out and I could see into rather more spacious passage ahead. ‘This is it!’ I thought, ‘This could
actually be going somewhere!’ Soon I was even standing up – staring at another hideous, hopeless boulder
choke. Disappointing, but at least I’d found 20m or so of new passage. I heard Mandy’s voice calling; she’d
worked outwhere I must have gone butwas unwilling/unable to squeeze pass thewedged rock. Thankfully I was
able to do so on in the return direction, though it was considerably more difficult. Of course, in honour of the
Queen, we named this wonderful new extension ‘Jubilee Passage’.
I can only assume the original explorers were rather larger than me, or maybe they were just looking for the

more obvious leads. At the time there was a lot of stuff being found in Aggy, so they were probably spoilt for
choice, unlike these days. In any case it gives encouraging hope as to how things can still be sat there waiting to
be found in some of the rarely visited parts of such an extremely familiar and well frequented system. Maybe
one day I’ll find one that actually goes somewhere.
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A Jubilee of New Passage

by Matt Voysey

7th-9th October – Derbyshire Meet
We’ll be staying at the TSG hut in Castleton, just a short
distance away from Peak Cavern which has been booked
for Saturday. There are a number of trip options within
the system and the plan is to have an easy trip and a more
sporting one involving SRT on the same day. Contact
Andy Heath for more information.
November 4th-6th – Whitewalls Bonfire Meet
Fire, frolics and caving fun. Caving trips to be decided,
but it will include a range of options for all abilities. As
usual there’ll be a communal feast for after the fireworks,
barrels of beer and a huge bonfire to enjoy.

December 2nd-4th – Whitewalls Curry Weekend
The annual evening of home-made culinary curry
delights with a selection of caving trips on offer to work
up an appetite. Bring along a curried concoction to share,
be it a vat of curry, a spicy side-dish or some tasty
sundries.

CSS MEETS 2022

Photo: Adrian in the squeeze to Anniversary Chamber by Matt Voysey

Photo from Summer BBQ Weekend - by Matt Voysey



by Matt Chinner
CwmorthinNewVein round trip -GloddfaGanol -G FloorOakeley round trip

Alex Randall, Jann Padley, Adrian Fawcett,
MandyVoysey,MattVoysey andMatt Chinner

16th July - CSS NorthWalesWeekend

Saturday’s trip took advantage of our close
proximity to Cwmorthin, just a 15 min stroll to the
mine entrance from the front door of our base in
Tanygrisiau. The aim to was to complete a rarely
done round trip in the New Vein area – the mine
being a series of chambers following the main vein
of slate downwards, connected by tunnels on �loors
around 20m apart vertically. These tunnels have
track laid for transporting the carts loaded with
slate blocks for processing and tubs loaded with
waste rock. The mine was huge with over 80 miles
of passages (large areas have been lost to collapse)
and quarried slate from various veins including the
Back Vein, Old Vein, Stripy Vein, Narrow Vein and
New Vein (our destination) mainly for the
manufacture of roof tiles.

We entered the mine via the Lake Level adit and
made progress past the head of the Back Vein
Incline, passing through a couple of chambers that
were occupied in the 80s by a local man who
unof�icially worked the mine after its closure.
He produced roof tiles from the slate, which was
transported through the mine on a stripped down
Land Rover to his working area – the tyre tracks can
still be seen in the tunnel �loor. Then through to the
Old Vein, providing a direct route down to the well-

known Compressor Chamber with its two
condensing tanks, visitors book and collection of
artefacts. We then passed through to the Oakeley
Mine complex (the Cwmorthin Slate Company and
Oakeley Slate Company being two separate mines
that were later connected and worked by the
Oakeley Company). The round trip started by
climbing up two �loors, then a short pitch up and
more climbing upwards took us to the much
photographed ‘Bridge of Death’ spanning the very
deep chambers below us. As the bridge is certainly
not safe to cross, a gymnastic rope traverse around
the chamber walls took us to the other side of the
bridge and on to the next set of chambers and the
head of a nice 50m free-hanging pitch which we
were doing as a pull-through. The pitch head is a bit
contrived, following some �ixed rigging down a slab
to transfer to the rope below the lip of a roof, which
again required some gymnastic manoeuvres in
space. This was all completed in �ine style by the
team and we were all soon down and the ropes
pulled down and packed. A short detour up a �ixed
rope took us through to a rarely visited chamber
with many good artefacts including powder horns,
tallow candles and empty detonator tins. Back
down the �ixed rope took us across another rope
traverse over a deep pit, through more tunnels and
chambers and a �inal pitch down to our starting
point, thus completing a satisfying round trip with
many good artefacts.

Cwmorthin /OakeleySlateQuarry
Afull day’s exploration in the extensive
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After some lunch we set off to visit Gloddfa
Ganol, an area of the mine that was used as a
show mine for the public in the 1970s by the
Oakeley Slate Company. The trip begins with a
scramble up slate waste that had been tipped
into a vast chamber from the top, forming a steep
slope. This long climb was mostly one step up
and two steps back as the tip is somewhat loose
with a few dubious �ixed hand lines appearing at
various intervals to aid progress. Eventually we
arrived at the bottom of a wooden staircase that
took us up and into the old show mine area.
Although the rolling stock has long been
removed there are still some very interesting and
rare items here, including an original tripod
crane that was used to lift the extracted blocks of
slate onto the ‘slab wagons’ for transportation to
the mills and splitting areas above ground. There
are also some interpretation boards used to
inform the visitors how the slate was worked for
extraction of the slabs and blocks from the
working face of the chambers. We explored all
the chambers and passages here, also �inding
some excellent hand-cranked winches. There are
also a few ‘spooky’ old clothed mannequins
attached to the walls, representing the
quarrymen working. After a quick look to the
outside world and sunshine from a collapsed
tunnel portal (de�initely no exit here as it’s inside
a working quarry), it was back through the show
chambers and a slither down the scree slope, to
our kit and snacks.

The third objective was another round trip on
G �loor, this being the lowest point of the mine
you can access as �loors H to S are now
permanently �looded since pumping was ceased.
We started with a stroll along E �loor, meeting
water that deepened with progress but
thankfully was just below critical welly depth
level. Turning off the main tunnel we soon came
to a pitch with a �ixed rope that took us down to
F �loor, and another pitch down to G �loor. Here a
series of �looded chambers are passed using
some traverses that were explored and rigged by
Pred Hughes, Steve Bates and myself last winter
while exploring this rarely visited part of the
mine – the main �loor leading eventually to a
squeeze up into a collapsed chamber and the
blocked continuation of G �loor. We have started
to dig our way in to the continuation and will
continue this winter. We discovered another way
out of this collapsed chamber, which lead us
unexpectedly back to the pitch down from F �loor
thus rendering our traverses unnecessary for
accessing our dig and further exploration, and
making another nice round trip, again with many
artefacts including an excellent manway
(staircase) leading down into the �looded depths
of H �loor, some in-situ safety rails and many
personal artefacts including candle lanterns,
clogs and leather boots, drills, hand tools, felt
hats, clay pipes and plenty of clog prints in the
mud �loors. These are taped off and date from the
late 1800s. We made our way along F �loor
stopping to photograph the artefacts, then
traversed across an old air pipe spanning a hole

Collection of miners’ artefacts

Crane with hoisted slate on a wagon

Old newspapers left by the miners

Adrian turning one of the winches



Photos by Matt Voysey
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by Adrian Fawcett

A cave rescue from the further reaches of Daren Cilau is a scenario we hope will
never happen. To that end, the regular Daren campers keep a watchful eye on fixed
aids around the cave, and on a trip earlier this year identified that the several fixed
aids in the vicinity of the Restaurant at the End of theUniverse campwere in need of
attention.
Of primary concern was the ladder pitch from the streamway up to the camp.

Although the ladder and the bolt hangers are stainless steel, the shackles holding it
all together are not, and a couple were worn nearly half way through. After more
than 30 years, this is perhaps not surprising. Secondly, there was no handline to use
when getting on and off the ladder, making a slip and fall a real possibility. Also, it’s
worth noting that this was the very manoeuvre which resulted in a dislocated
shoulder and subsequent rescue some years back. The hauling line was equipped
with a back-up line that could be clipped into – but it was a tatty ancient bit of
knotted tape that would likely have snapped if subjected to any sort of fall factor.
Beyond REU camp, there is another ladder pitch, this one 18 metres. Some new

bolts were installed here a few years back, but the rusty maillons and traverse line
are in need of replacement. The electron ladder ideally wants substituting with
something more robust, but that’s for another project once there’s a plan.
Josh Henry and I went there on 10th September armed with a drill, rope, stainless

maillons and bolts, to sort out what we could. The REU ladder now has a new
traverse line and, since this can be used as a safety line for hauling, the rotten bit of
tat was removed. Less successful was our attempt to replace the rusty shackles with
stainless maillons: the nuts were rusted onto the bolts, and there was no chance of
undoing themwithout two spanners – onemore thanwe’d got.The plan is to go back
with a disc cutter, which is the most realistic option – although not the most
convenient tool to carry in.
We placed onemore bolt and tightened up the others at the 18m ladder pitch, and

tidied up the traverse line.We’ll need the disc cutter there too, to finish the job.Also,
we installed a handline at a tricky (for short people) climb up at the start of the rift
preceding the pitch.

Restaurant at the End of the Universe
Daren Cilau Fixed Aids

Andy Heath on the 18m Pitch beyond the
Restaurant at the End of the Universe

by Mark ‘Gonzo’Lumley.

in the passage �loor, and
onwards, wending our way very
carefully through some decidedly
dodgy ground and up to E �loor via
an interesting incline in very good
condition.

The three objectives completed
we started to make our way back to
the glorious sunshine above
ground but this time from the
compressor chamber we followed
another route, passing the top of
the chamber 34 incline and its
electric winding gear and through
the long tunnel of ‘Lefel French’
named after the French tunnel
maker that completed the original
connection of the Cwmorthin and
Oakeley mines in the 1800s. Back
in Cwmorthin we followed E �loor
to the bottom of the Back Vein
Incline and the steep climb up to
Lake Level to exit.

Further Reading:
Cwmorthin Quarry - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Cwmorthin_quarry
The Friends of Cwmorthin Slate Quarry

http://www.cwmorthin.org

Above:
Cwmorthin
Mine Plan

Right: New
Vein Plan

drawn by Pred
Hughes
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Maenofferen SlateMine

Adrian Fawcett,Matt Chinner, Jann Padley,
Alex Randall andMatt &MandyVoysey17th July 2022

With a forecast of a hot sunny day ahead, and a
half hour climb up to the mine, we carried our
caving gear for the walk up from Blaenau
Ffestiniog. We crossed an area of spoil heaps
where slate waste continues to be extracted, and
then past abandoned buildings associated with
the mine. Some still contained rusting
machinery. Just beyond, we reached a long ramp
down into a large depression with a very wide
entrance at the base of a cliff which, from its
appearance, could almost have been a natural
cave. A cool draught blowing out of theminewas
forming amist as itmixedwith themuchwarmer
air outside. Therewe changed in the relative cool.
Maenofferen slate mine was still in operation

until as recently as 1999. It still possesses a
great many underground artifacts in
various stages of decay, so there was
plenty to see. Also more enormous
black voids where, without good

lights, it would have been difficult to see
anything. Although the whole complex is off
limits to mine explorers, we encountered several
other groups on our way around.
Before descending to the lower levels, we took

a look at a borehole where steam-powered
drilling machines were tested in the 19th
century. Further down into the mine, many of
the 2 foot gauge tram lines were still in situ,
together with some very rusty drams in various
states of repair. Alex and I managed to find two
that were mobile enough to couple together to
make a train, but far more fun was to be had
when we found a sloping section of track where
a test run was possible. It took the full team to
overcome rust and gravity to get a dram up to the
top, and when released it went careering down
the track to an impossibly tight bend at the
bottom where it inevitably derailed. Probably
just as well we didn’t try with passengers.

Top of page: Chamber of machinery at the top of the incline. Left: Alex climbing a miners’ ladder.
Right: Connecting the two drams together. All photos by Matt Voysey

by Adrian Fawcett
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Top Left: Alex and Mandy on a traverse alongside flooded workings. Top Right: Interesting lilac formations.
Bottom Left: Mandy and a towering wall of deads. Bottom Right: The team pushing the drams along the rails.

TheAbercwmeiddawBinoculars
As Adrian mentions in his write up, Maenofferen slate mine contains a very notable

borehole. This is quite likely to the first trial of the George Hunter tunnelling machine,
patented in 1864. The Maenofferen borehole is 30ft long and plenty big enough even for
tall people to walk through with ease. However perhaps the best place to see the

handiwork of this fantastic machine is at
Abercwmeiddaw Quarry near Corris,
which Matt and I visited on our way up to
the CSS North Wales Meet to see the twin
tunnels or ‘Abercwmeiddaw Binoculars’.

Grid Ref: SH 7462 0930 - Parking: SH 7457 0884 by Mandy Voysey

For further information on the history of these
boreholes see ‘The Hunter Machines’ by J.G.
Isherwood at https://tinyurl.com/eh4z3s6k

Photos by Mandy Voysey

In common with other mines, the lower
floors lie below thewater table and nowadays
are flooded. Matt Chinner had taken in a
dinghy for some previous exploration, and
we managed to locate it. One of its
compartments unfortunately had a
puncture from a previous incident.

Another interesting detour took us
down the tunnel the miners used
for the walk to and from work
from Blaenau Ffestiniog. This
was paved for much of its

length and also served as a drainage channel.
Thewater left themain tunnel down a smaller
rough-hewn adit which felt rather like a cave
passage.We followed this until it emptied into
large void which Matt told us was part of
Llechwedd Slate Caverns, now a tourist
attraction.
Back on the surface, temperatures were

continuing to climb, sowe rounded off the trip
with ice creams by the lake at Tanygrisiau.
Thanks to Matt Chinner for guiding us on
another excellent slate mine adventure.



Emyr Walters in Eastwater Cavern,
Mendip Weekend June 2022. Photo by Matt Voyseywww.chelseaspelaeo.org


